Mobile computing researchers are a special kind of menace. They
don’t smuggle rockets to Hezbollah, or clone baby seals and then
make them work in sweatshops for pennies a day. That’s not the
problem with mobile computing people. The problem with mobile computing
people is that they have no shame. They write research papers with titles like
“Crowdsourced Geolocation-based Energy Profiling for Mobile Devices,” as
if the most urgent deficiency of smartphones is an insufficient composition
of buzzwords. The real problem with mobile devices is that they are composed
of Satan. They crash all of the time, ignore our basic commands, and spend
most of their time sullen, quiet, and confused, draining their batteries and
converting the energy into waste heat and thwarted dreams. Smartphones
and tablets have essentially become the new printers: things that do not work,
and are not expected to work, and whose primary purpose is to inspire gothic
conversations about the ultimate futility of the human condition. People buy
mobile devices for the same reason that goldfish swim in their tiny bowls: it’s
something to do while we wait for death. When researchers talk about mobile
computers, they use visionary, exciting terms like “fast”, “scalable”, and “this
solution will definitely work in practice.” When real people talk about mobile
computers, they sound like they’re describing a scene from the Dust Bowl. It’s
all ellipses and gentle, forlorn shaking of the head. “I tried to load the app…I
don’t know what went wrong…I’M SO TIRED AND DUSTY AND BOWLED.”
Let me describe just a few of the problems with mobile devices:

**Mobile browsers:** When I use a mobile browser to load a web page, I literally have no
expectation that anything will ever happen. A successful page load is so unlikely, so
unimaginable, that mobile browsers effectively exist outside of causality—the browser is
completely divorced from all action verbs, and can only be associated with sad, falling-tone
sentences like “I had to give up after twenty seconds.” The only reason that I use mobile
browsers is that I hate myself and I want to be attritioned into unconsciousness by the
desperate, spastic gasps of my browser as it struggles to download the 87 MB of Flash and
JavaScript that are contained in any website made after the Civil War. Of course, some
web pages are “mobile-enabled,” meaning that they only contain 63 MB of things that I
don’t care about, instead of 87 MB of things I don’t care about. To discover whether a page
has a “fast-loading” mobile version, you can try to load the regular version, and then see if
you get stuck in a hurricane of HTTP redirects, redirects whose durations have been care-
fully selected to make the load time of the mobile page completely equivalent to the load
time of the standard, redirect-free version. If the Buddha intervenes and somehow coerces
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the mobile version of the page to load, you will be rewarded with a “phone-optimized” page that contains 1.5 visual elements (note that the most boring thing in the world has 3 visual elements). The vast majority of your mobile page will be advertisements for a newly discovered herb from South America that causes amazing weight loss. The amazingness of the weight loss will be demonstrated by a three-frame animation that depicts a fat person wearing a wife beater, a marginally less fat person wearing a wife beater, and a skinny person who, for inexplicable reasons, is still wearing a wife beater, even though he is now free to date supermodels, wear polar bear jackets, and do all of the other exciting things that skinny people presumably do when they’re pumped full of South American mystery herbs. Importantly, the advertisements on your phone will position themselves in strategically disrespectful places, carefully obscuring the 0.25 visual elements that you actually want to see. When you scroll the page, the ads will engage in a frantic dance to reposition themselves in a maximally infuriating way. You will eventually give up and close the browser, having spent 45 minutes to unsuccessfully load a web page about dogs that look like cats that look like other, different cats.

**Touchscreens:** When touchscreens work, they’re amazing; however, touchscreens are the only commodities which depreciate faster than automobiles. As soon as you unwrap your phone or tablet, the touchscreen starts to die. Make no mistake, your initial touchscreen romance will be lovely and full. Hark!—as you effortlessly move neon blobs of information like a character from “Tron”! Behold!—as you zoom into and out of a dynamically resizable thing that contains additional-but-only-partially-resizable things! Such experiences represent the springtime of your love, and the initial weeks of your touchscreen romance will be like a young Led Zeppelin, intense and grandiose and punctuated by extended guitar solos. However, at some point, you will drop your phone or your tablet, and this will mark the beginning of the end. When you drop a touchscreen, you initiate a complex series of degenerative processes that corrupt the touchscreen and turn its will against you like a pet lizard who has learned that dinosaurs were real BUT IT’S JUST A STATE OF MIND. Note that, when I say that you will “drop” your touchscreen, I do not mean “drop” in the layperson sense of “to release from a non-trivial height onto a hard surface.” I mean “drop” in the sense of “to place your touchscreen on any surface that isn’t composed of angel feathers and the dreams of earnest schoolchildren.” Phones and tablets apparently require Planck-scale mechanical alignments, such that merely looking at the touchscreen introduces fundamental, quantum dynamical changes in the touchscreen’s dilithium crystals. Thus, if you place your touchscreen on anything, ever, you have made a severe and irreversible life mistake. Slowly but surely, your touchscreen will develop a series of tics and glitches, behaviors that you will initially explain away as “technology is quirky,” but that you will quickly begin to describe using extraordinary and significant profanities that are normally employed by Marines and people who work with radioactive waste. On your touchscreen, your swipes will become pinches, and your pinches will become scrolls, and each one of your scrolls will become a complex thing never before seen on this earth, a leviathan meta-touch event of such breadth and complexity that your phone can only respond like Carrie White at the prom. So, your phone just starts doing stuff, all the stuff that it knows how to do, and it’s just going nuts, and your apps are closing and opening and talking to the cloud and configuring themselves in unnatural ways, and your phone starts vibrating and rumbling with its little rumble pack, and it will gently sing like a tiny hummingbird of hate, and you’ll look at the touchscreen, and you’ll see that things are happening, my god, there are so many happenings, and you’ll try to flip the phone over and take out the battery, because now you just want to kill it and move to Kansas and start over, but the back panel of the phone is attached by a molecule-sized screw that requires a special type of screwdriver that only Merlin possesses, and Merlin isn’t nearby, and your phone is still rumbling, and by this point, you can understand the rumble, it’s a twin language that you and your phone invented, and the phone is rumbling, and it’s saying that it’s far from done, that it has so much more that it wants to do, that there are so many of your frenemies that it wants to “accidentally” call and then leave you to deal with the social ramifications, and your phone, it buzzes, and you think that you see it smiling, and you begin to realize that land-line telephones were actually a pretty good idea.

**Call quality:** Interestingly, a mobile phone should be able to make phone calls while it moves through time and space. I derived this provocative concept from basic notions of adjectives and nouns. For example, if I am a gregarious jellyfish, I praise my friends for their wardrobe choices (gregarious) while I repeatedly stab them with my poisonous tentacles (jellyfish). I am a gregarious jellyfish. That is my way. I may be misunderstood by polite society, but as a gregarious jellyfish, my dramatic tensions respect the standard semantics for adjectives and nouns. Similarly, a mobile phone should be able to PHONE PEOPLE while being MOBILE. However, I have never had a successful conversation on a mobile phone. Whenever I talk to people on a mobile phone, they always sound distant and/or creepy, like they’re trapped in an echo-filled cave, or a windy cave, or a cave that makes people sound like pedophiles. These are not good caves to be in, to the extent that it’s ever good to be in a cave. Nobody takes their honeymoon at Persistently Distracting Echo Cave. Nobody has their Bat Mitzvah at Windy Cave’s 80% Packet Loss Ballroom. You may, in fact, find online travel deals for Pedo-Cave, but these are all traps that have been set by “To Catch A Predator.” My point...
is that mobile phones are not phones. They are just pocket-sized things that are more expensive than the vast majority of other pocket-sized things. In a rational world, the Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs for Mobile Phones would look like this:

However, in today’s world, the hierarchy looks like this:

This is why, when you try to talk to someone on a mobile phone, you are thrown into a frantic world of on-the-fly lossy decompression, like Nicholas Cage in that movie about Navajo code talkers (the only movie that managed to simultaneously offend Native Americans, cryptographers, and people who are neither Native Americans nor cryptographically inclined).

**Conclusion**

In the minds of mobile computing researchers, humanity is nearing a final, glorious stage of Darwinian evolution, in which mankind and smartphones emerge from a shared chrysalis and transform into shapeless, omnipotent joy clouds of excellence and victory, unconstrained by conventional morality or finite battery life. In reality, you could go to the Middle Ages, find a random person, and take whatever is in his left pocket, and you would have something that is more useful than a modern mobile device (although it may be covered with Bubonic plague or antiquated notions about the stoning of random villagers with respect to the actual size of the witch population). When you purchase a mobile device, you are basically saying, “I endorse the operational inefficiency of the modern bourgeois lifestyle, even though I could find a rock and tie a coat hanger around it and have a better chance of having a phone conversation that doesn’t sound like two monsters arguing about German poetry.” So, I encourage you to throw your tablets and your mobile phones into a fire, and then hide from the angry monsters who no longer have a way to discuss the work of Klaus von Beckenbauer, the acclaimed poet who wrote “The Unsurprising Laments of the Gregarious Jellyfish,” “Seriously, Todd, You’ve Got To Stop Stabbing People If You Want To Get Married,” and “Yes, Jellyfish Have Names and My Name is Todd.”